
Attention Warranty statement

warning

Common Faults and Troubleshoot

The controller outputs about 512-800 points on each port, and no more than 800pcs on each port. Each port is 
independently equipped with a power supply, which is not Shared with other ports.

The Standard Packing Quantity of RGB lights is 30pcs,and each string must be connected to the power supply.

The power wire should be 2.5 square meters of national standard multi-core pure copper wire.Make sure the correct 
connection of positive and negative poles between led module and power supply,Treat the Exposed wires with 
insulation arrangement

The controller needs to choose the products of regular manufacturers, and the signal output to the lamp must use our 
special signal extension wire, not inferior network cable, common cable or telephone wire.

The power supply must have short circuit protection, overvoltage protection, overload protection and other functions, 
the output voltage must be the same as the working voltage of the lamp string, the rated load power must reserve 
20% of the margin.

The lightning protection scheme, leakage protection, timing and other supporting works of the overall project shall be 
designed and constructed by professional departments.The resulting product problems do not belong to the scope of 
our warranty.

Product life span under normal usage

If the product is damaged due to its own quality problems within the warranty period (excluding improper use, 
accessories and force majeure, etc.), our company will refund and replace the damaged products

Please read this instruction carefully before using the product

Do not do live-line working during installation,Make sure the input voltage meets the requirements and lines are 
connected correctly before lighting on.

Installation, maintenance and repair should be operated by a qualified technician.

This product will generate heat when working, considered to choose the material with good heat dissipation 
performance

The data given in this instruction manual is based on the standard product. Please refer to the actual product for 
details

All the pictures of products in this manual are schematic diagrams. For details, please refer to the actual 
products. The final interpretation right of this manual belongs to Lucoled NV.
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Automatic power protection from the open or 
short circuit in output of the power supply

wrong IC model for the controller

The signal cables are ordinary cables

Check the circuit for short circuits

Confirm IC model rewrite program

Replace the network cable with 
shielding function

Check wiring is correct

Wrong connection of power supply.

The controller and the wire of the lamp are 
connected incorrectly.

The lamp is overloaded

Check the correctness of positive 
and negative connection

green line and blue line DATA ,black 
line GND

2.5 square meters of national 
standard multi-core pure copper wire

Check if the line is connected to the 
power supply

Some IC do not light up when they are charged

The lamp is not installed in the right way

The power supply is poor and unstable

Two power supplies per port

The signal cables are ordinary cables

The lamp is overloaded

The power supply is poor and unstable

Low IC chip quality

Induction short circuit or lamp not waterproof

Poor contact due to rusting of lamp board

Cold and heat shock causes poor IC signal

Some switching mode power supplies are 
not powered.

Wrong connection of power supply.

Check IC model

Check the wiring

Replace high quality power supply

One power supply per port

Replace the lamp

Replace the lamp

Replace the lamp

Replace the regular light string 
manufacturers

Check the lamp board for rust

Choose the manufacturer of 
waterproof lamp board

Choose IC high protection 
manufacturers

Problems

All LEDs can not 
light on.

Picture shaking and 
clutter

picture shake and 
flicker

Signal instability

Single lamp no signal

single lamp flickers dim

Abnormal color of 
single lamp

repaired every month

no signal when it rains

No signal for half a 
year

High signal failure rate 
in winter

LEDs can not light 
on partly

Reasons Solutions



Optional Accessories Installation Controller operation diagram

Controller Wiring Diagram

End cap with hole 
(FREE)
Quantity(10m):3pcs

3.5cm installation 
aluminum profile 
(OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):20sets

Screw (FREE)
Quantity(10m):20pcs

End cap without hole 
(FREE)
Quantity(10m):3pcs

Hardware mounting clips 
(OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):20sets

Silicone glue 
(OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):1pcs

GND for negative 
pole of power supply

GND for negative 
pole of power supply

Wire 
SequenceVCC for positive 

pole of power supply

VCC for positive 
pole of power supply

DAT for data line

CLK for clock signal

1. The controller is SP105E.
2. SP105E supports controlling with bluetooth and mobile phone APP.
3. The control distance is 20 m.
4. SP105E can drive up to 2048 pixels.
5. The input voltage of the controller ranges from DC 5V to DC 24V.
6. For additional information, please refer to the SP105E Instruction Manual.

Note: 

Details of installation operation at input end

1
2

4

Weld the wire to the PCB 
board.

First put waterproof glue 
inside of the plug, then push 
into the tape light.

Wipe off the excess glue 
and wait for the glue to 
solidify.

2

Details of installation operation at the end part

First put some glue inside of 
the plug, then push into the 
tape light

Wipe off the excess glue 
and wait for the glue to 
solidify.

Screw the aluminum track to 
the installation position.  

connect the leakage protection switch, electrical source grounding, lightning protection 
and other supporting facilities, and designate special personnel for daily maintenance, 
regular inspection of switches, lines, power supply, lamp string and other products, timely 
repair defective products.

Then slowly press the tape 
light into the aluminum 
track.

The tape light is flatly and 
firmly stuck on the aluminum 
track.

Open the APP and connect to 
bluetooth.Select SP105E

After entering the interface, select 
TM1914A

After entering the interface, click the 
gear icon in the upper right corner

Go back to the effects screen and 
select the desired item.Go back to the 
effects screen and select the desired 
item.

Operation details  of installation card

Maintain
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